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Utility of Extracting a-particle Energy by Waves

Nathaniel J. Fisch and Mark C. Herrmann

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P. O. Box 451

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08543
q,

The utility of extracting a-particle power, and then diverting this power to fast fuel

ions, is investigated. As power is diverted to fast ions and then to ions, a number of effects

come into play, as the relative amounts of pressure taken up by electrons, fuel ions, and

fast a-particles shift. In addition, if the a-particle power is diverted to fast fuel ions, there

is an enhanced fusion reactivity because of the nonthermal component of the ion distribu-

tion. Some useful expressions for describing these effects are derived, and it is shown that

fusion reactors with power density about twice what otherwise might be obtained can be

contemplated, so long as a substantial amount of the a-particle power can be diverted.

Interestingly, in this mode of operation, once the electron heat is sufficiently confined,

further improvement in confinement is actually not desirable. A similar improvement in

fusion power density can be obtained for advanced fuel mixtures such as D-He 3, where

the power of both the energetic a-particles and the energetic protons might be diverted

advantageously.



1. Introduction

If the energy from energetic c_-particles could be extracted by waves and diverted

to the tail of the fuel distribution in a tokamak reactor, there are a number of benefits:

First, the energetic a-particle pressure is suppressed, allowing for more fuel ion pressure.

Second, the electron temperature is suppressed while the ion temperature is enhanced,

possibly giving rise to the so-called "hot ion mode". Third, there is a nonthermal fuel ion '

component that may lead to increased reactivity at a given pressure. On the other hand,

there are costs: to divert a-particle power may require external catalytic heating, and, in

any event, the increased reactivity leads to more a-particle pressure, which also must be

taken into account. What this paper attempts to do is to quantify these benefits and costs.

It has been recognized that there are advantages in attempting to operate fusion

reactors in regimes in which there is a significant hot, nonmaxwellian component to thc

fuel ions, 1-3 or in which the fuel ion temperature can be much greater than the electron

temperature. 4'5 Noting a number of experiments 6-s exhibiting the hot-ion mode, Clarke 5

pointed out that the hot ion mode regime could be reached if the ion energy confinement

time exceeds the electron energy confinement time, and that this mode is more easily

reached if there would be velocity space instabilities that diverted a-particle power to the

fuel ions. Recently, it was recognized that the free energy in the a-particles might be more

completely tapped by injecting waves that diffuse the a-particles both in space and energy,

rather than just in energy. 9-11 In fact, it appears that, at least in principle, eventually all

of the a-particle power could be diverted to the ions.

This paper builds upon the work by Clarke in particular, with the added element that

there are now at hand definite ways of tapping the a-particle power by waves, and that,

moreover, these waves might then damp resonantly on the fast energy tail of the fuel ions.

Thus, not only is the hot ion mode realized through the diversion of a-particle power,

as envisioned by Clarke, but a significant nonmaxwellian fusion component is realized

simultaneously, as envisioned by Furth, Dawson, and coworkers.

This paper does not address the utility in diverting a-particle power for the purposes of

amplifying the current drive effect. The possibilities for significantly less circulating power

in accomplishing the current drive effect have been discussed elsewhere. 9 In principle, both

enhanced reactivity and enhanced current drive efficiency could be obtained at once if not

necessarily optimized at once. Here, our concern will be the benefits of the hot ion mode,

and how it might be attained.

It should be noted, however, that what is envisioned as an eventual very nmch more

attractive reactor is considerably different from conventional designs. With substantially

all the a-particle power diverted to waves, the envisioned reactor is very much driven by rf

waves; there may be several hundred megawatts of rf power flowing through the tokamak.

Part of this power is injected (perhaps up to 100-200 MW), and the remainder arises

from amplification by the a-particles (perhaps up to 400-800 MW). The rf waves increase

the fusion power density, accomplish current drive, and tend to expel the a-particles in

the process of extracting energy, thus accomplishing ash removal. In addition, confinement
J

times tend to be short, especially the electron heat confinement time. Both of these aspects

tend to push the plasma far from thermal equilibrium, allowing both for ion temperatures

that are far in excess of electron temperatures and for nonthermal features in the ion
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velocity distribution.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the effect of diverting a small amount of

power at constant ¢_is examined. This incremental posing of the problem is useful, among

, other reasons, for isolating and understanding the different effects that come into play upon

diverting power. In Secs. 3, 4, and 5, these various effects are quantified and discussed.

In Sec. 6, a global approach is taken to find operating points that give self-consistent

" burn. In Secs. 7 and 8, analytic expressions are given for ignition or self-consistent burn

in the hot ion mode. Some useful limiting cases are examined in which progress can be

made analytically. In Sec. 9, a number of examples of self-consistent burn parameters are

calculated numerically. These examples illustrate the advantages of diverting a-particle

power in a variety of settings. In Sec. 10, contour plots are introduced that depict how

optimized operating points can be found. These plots are very useful in navigating through

parameter space to reach optimum reactor performance, whether defined by doubling the

fusion power density, or by optimizing in some other way, such as by reducing the necessary

heat confinement times. The point is made in Sec. 11 that similar increases in fusion power

density are available through diverting the charged fusion products in a D-He 3 reactor. A

summary of our findings is presented in Sec. 12.

2. Incremental Diversion of a-particle Power

In quantifying the benefits and costs of diverting a-particle power to fast fuel ions, it

is necessary to clarify how this problem can be posed. One way of posing this problem is to

begin with a reactor design, presumably designed to operate at ignition and at maximally

allowable pressure, and to ask what would be the net effect of diverting some small amount

of a-particle power Ap, that normally would have gone to electron heating and now is to

go to superthermal fuel ion heating. (Note that the quantity Ap is not quite the diverted

power, since some of the diverted power might in any event have been absorbed by ions,

and that part would not count in Ap.) This is the so called "incremental" posing of the

problem.

This posing of the problem should quantify the utility of an auxiliary system to an

operable reactor, where that auxiliary system extracts extra fusion power from the reactor

without changing its operating design, particularly with respect to maintaining the total

plasma pressure. There are, however, a number of subtleties here. How exactly is the

plasma pressure to be maintained, if extra fusion power, together with the associated extra

plasma heating, is the result of diverting this small amount of power? This is intimately

related to the question of burn control, which in any event must be a part of the reactor

design.

In order to pose the incremental problem sensibly, without going into the details of

a specific reactor design, let us assume that burn control is essentially exercised by the

prompt loss of some a-particles. These a-particles then do not contribute to the plasma

. heating, nor do they contribute to the plasma pressure, nor is the power here available for

diversion to the ions. By adjusting the rate of these prompt losses, plasma equilibrium at

constant plasma pressure can be maintained.

• Thus, in quantifying the effect of enhanced reactivity, we shall not consider, in the

incremental problem, the effect of the enhanced reactivity on the plasma operating regime;

specifically, we shall assume that any extra fusion power produced is somehow promptly
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lost. so that it neither further heats the plasma nor contributes to the energetic n.-particle

pressure, with the provision that in order to maintain the plasma at constant pressure, the

precise amount of c_.-particle power available to indeed heat the plasma and to contribute

to the plasma pressure may be adjusted through the burn control. In this regard, i.e., to

remain at constant pressure, we imagine too that upon diverting power it may even be

necessary to adjust tile base level (excluding the enhanced production) of c_-particle power

that is deposited within the plasma.

This posing of the incremental problem is not unique. For example, an alternative

posing of the problem might be to imagine a subignited plasma, with flexibility maintained

over the external heat source. A second example might be to allow for an adjustment in

the energy confinement times of the fuel ions and electrons. Indeed, with the flexibility

to tamper individually with these confinement times, somewhat more optimistic results

could be obtained. The present posing, however, appears to be both pristine and simple,

while capturing the essential physics. The key question to be answered here is how many

extra fusion watts can be captured for every watt of a-particle power that is diverted. An

add-on system will be economical if this number is large, assuming the cost to divert power

is small.

While the incremental problem addresses the question of net power amplification, in

practice, if there is power multiplication, one is interested in how much extra fusion power

is in fact available. Here, an important limitation in a D-T reactor is that only 20%

of the fusion energy released is in the form of a-particles and so may be exploited. Oil

the other hand, if by diverting a-particle power, more a-particle power is produced, this

further power might also be diverted to advantage. This leads to a "maximal" rather than

"incremental" posing of the problem--exactly how big of an effect is possible. Suppose

that all the c_-particle power could be diverted, and there is the possibility of using external

heating; can a reactor be made significantly better?

In the next three sections, we pose the incremental problem and we show that quite

large energy multiplications are in principle obtainable. These sections are useful for

understanding in detail the competing effects that occur upon diverting power. In the

remainder of the paper, we consider a maximal or global posing of the problem, which is

of more immediate consequence. Here, we find reactor regimes in which the fusion power

density is increased by about a factor of two.

3. Enhanced Ion pressure from Diverting Alpha Particle Power

Suppose that a quantity of s-particle power Ap is diverted from electron heating to

ion heating. To calculate the increase in reactivity, we use a 0-D model of the heat flow,

d

= - + - (1)

d

d"-_[3i= u(_e - ff/_i) -t-Pi -- _i/Ti, (2)

where/_ = 3neTe/2 is the electron pressure,/_i is the ion pressure, v is the temperature

equilibration rate, 7"eand 7"ia_rethe electron and ion energy confinement times, and pe and

pi are the external heating power to electrons and ions, including c_-particle power. Here,
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we defined ( = _j rtjZj/_j nj, which is the ratio of electron to ion densities, with Zj

defined as the ion charge state for the jth species. Suppose for simplicity a pure hydrogen

plasma, so that ¢ = 1. To find the steady state operating pressures, soh'e Eqs.(1) and (2)

. with d/dt = 0 to obtain

D (3)

D ' (4)

where
1 1 1

D = -- + -- + _. (5)
ri re vreri

Now what happens if a quantity of c_-particle power Ap is diverted from electron

heating to ion heating? Absent any other effects, it may be seen from Eqs.(3) and (4) that

the total plasma pressure is not necessarily constant. After all, there is no reason, a priori,

to expect that the plasma is equally able to contain electron heat and ion heat. The plasma,

however, must operate below a maximum total pressure, and, if the plasma parameters are

chosen optimally, we may assume that the operation is in fact at the maximum pressure

for any Ap. As discussed in Sec. 2, if power is diverted at constant pressure, one must

also change incrementally either the confinement times or the total power input. It might

be reasonable to expect that control is more easily exercised over the power input, for

example, by designing the operating point at somewhat different or-particle heating. Thus,

choose the alpha particle heating so as to remain at the maximum pressure by supposing
that

Pi = (1 -- O)PiO+/kp, (6)

pe = (1-- O)peo - Ap, (7)

where 0 is the incremental fractional change in alpha heating for finite ZXpthat assures

that operation is at constant total pressure, i.e.,

5 - _ + _ = _0 + _i0. (s)

Substituting Eqs.(6) and (7) into Eqs.(3) and (4) and using Eq.(8), results in three

linear equations in the three unknowns/9i, _e and 0, with solutions such that the plasma

achieves a new equilibrium at

0 Ap (1/r_-l/ri)= v---D _o + Bio " (9)

where fie0 and /9i0 are the equilibrium pressures in the absence of any power diversion.

• Note that for ri > r_, then 0 > 0, indicating that less a-particle power maintains the

plasma at the maximum pressure. If we write

• ¢h=/_io + A_i

Z_= Z_0+ zxZ_,



then we have A/3i = --A/_e _ Aft with

zxp(   ol,-o+ a ol,-,) (lo)= \ +/3 o "

The ratio At_/Ap can be thought of as the incremental efficiency in diverting power to

increase/_i.

Note that constant plasma pressure is maintained by adjusting the a-particle heating

power P_ --, (1 -8)Pc,. Although this keeps the sum of the fuel ion and electron pressure

constant, the change in the number of energetic a-particles present to maintain the plasma

pressure does affect the a-particle pressure as addressed in Sec. 4.

4. Enhanced Ion Pressure from Reducing a-Particle Pressure

Suppose that most of the a-particle pressure is taken up by the fast nonmaxwellian

component. One can then write _aH = Po,ro,, where Po is the a-particle power and rc_

is the a-particle slowing down time. Now if Ap is diverted from the a-particles into fast

ions, the change in the the a-particle pressure is A_ H : --Apr_.

When the c_-particle power is diverted into fast fuel ions, the fast fuel ions at say 100

keV slow down quickly compared to the 3.5 MeV a-particles. In the maximal posing of the

problem as addressed in later sections, the energetic fuel ion pressure is taken into account.

For simplicity here, however, we neglect the fast ion pressure (see Appendix A). The extra

pressure available to the plasma, which must be shared between electrons and ions, is

then just the amount lost by the a-particles. Thus, if the total fixed plasma pressure is

/70 = ¢7e+/7i +/7<_H = lTi(1 + 1_/t7i)+ _I_, then for a fixed ratio fTe/¢Ti = ¢7e0//7i0, one

recovers the change in/7i due to the decreased a-particle beta upon diverting power Ap as

A/_,)= - A/3aH = Ap% (lla)1 1

The enhanced fusion reactivity leads to more a-particles and hence more fast a-

particle pressure, but the number of a-particles retained, in the incremental model, are

only sufficient to maintain the total plasma pressure. The a-particle power available to

heat the plasma is, from Eqs. (6) and (7), changed by an amount AP_ = OP,_. Thus, in

addition to the decrement in flail upon diverting power Ap, there may be an an additional

difference, if 0 _ 0. This results from the altered operating regime, since less or more

a-particle power need be absorbed to maintain the plasma pressure, this difference being

AP_ = -OPo,. Using Eq.(9), the increase in the available fuel ion pressure is then

OP_r. Ap (llr_ - l/ri_ P.r.= 1+ = .,--D,. + 1+
(llb)

o

which is in addition to the term in Eq.(11a).

5. Incremental Enhanced Fusion Production

Recall that there are two contributions to the enhanced fusion production in diverting

a-particle power: one is from the production of fast nonthermal ions and the other is
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from an increase in the thermal ion pressure which arises because thermal ions are directly

heated and because the a-particle pressure is reduced.

The production of fusion a-particles from the former effect is directly proportional to

. the amount of power diverted. As discussed above, for simplicity of presentation, we shall

neglect in the incremental posing the pressure of these fast ions. The enhanced fusion

production can be written as Apxa , where ),'_ can be treated, for simplicity here, as a

' constant (see Appendix A).

The production of fusion a-particles from the latter effect can be written, assuming

ion temperatures that optimize the fusion power at constant pressure, as

P_ -.- cry, (12)

where c is a constant. Thus, the incremental power produced upon realizing an incremental

increase in ion pressure is

AP_ _ 2 _.A_3i (13)

Consider now the increase fusion power resulting from an increase in the thermal ion

pressure. Suppose that the only heating is from a-particles with

= (1- ,DP

Pi = rIP_,

so that from Eq.(3) we have
D

= 1+ (14)

Using now Eqs. (10) and (11) for A/_i, we get from Eq.(13)

{ 2 (_eO/re+_io/Ti)- v+ ,71,. \ +

where the first term on the right is the incremental fast ion fusion, the second term is the

enhanced _i due to the diversion of power from electrons to ions, and the third term is

comprised of two parts due to the availability of extra fuel pressure because of the decrease

in fast ion pressure, the first part arising from the direct diverting of fast a-particle power

and the second part arising from the decreased amount of a-particle heating needed to

maintain the plasma pressure upon diverting a-particle power should ri be greater than

Te,

• To assess the power multiplication available upon an incremental power diversion,

consider a D-T reactor operating such that r_ __ ri = r and such that ur >> 1. Then

Eq.(15) simplifies somewhat to

AP a,,-Ap Xa+--+2 . (16)
lit
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It is interesting to note that for better confinement times, tile incremental advantage in

diverting power is less. This is because, for good confinement, it is relatively more difficult

to achieve the nonmaxwellian features that enhance the reactivity. On the other hand,

poor confinement now has certain advantages.

For a 50:50 DT mixture, one can expect );_ __ 1/4. For the ARIES-I parameter

regime, one has r,_/r "" 1/6 and vr _ 3. Thus, one can expect about 1/4+2/3+1/3=5/4

a-particle watts back for every a-particle watt diverted in such a reactor. Considering that

there are about 6.4 total fusion watts, including blanket reactions, for each a-particle watt

produced, one has an energy multiplication of 8 watts of fusion for each diverted watt.

What remains to be calculated is how many watts of external power it takes to divert

a watt of c_-particle power. In principle, the a-particle free energy could be tapped without

any external source of power, but that is very unlikely to happen. Suppose, for example, it

takes M watts to divert one watt, with the heating power amplified by the diverted watt as

it heats the energetic fuel ions. Suppose further tilat there are enhanced losses of electron

power to accomodate the increase in ion heating so that the reactor operating regime

remains at constant pressure. Then the heating power watt itself contributes to both

enhanced fast ion reactivity as well as to enhanced ion temperature relative to electron

temperature. Any extra a-particle power produced, in the incremental posing of the

problem, is assumed lost. Thus, in the limit in which Eq.(16) is valid, the extra production

of a-particle power due to heating power PH = MAp is

zxP pH • (17)

Suppose a ratio of fusion to a-particle power of el/e_ __6.4. Then applying heating

power pH results in extra heating power

AP _-PH 1+ 6.4(X_+ 2/L,r)+ X_ + _ + 2V--?-_, (18)
UT r ]

where the first term is the external heating power itself recovered in electron heat.

To continue this example for an ARIES-like design, suppose M = 1, i.e., it takes one

watt to divert a watt. This means that the heating watt results in about 11/12 watts of

increased a-particle power, or 5.9 total fusion watts. In addition, there is the extra watt of

injected heat removed from electrons. Thus, using one heating watt in this manner results

in 8+5.9+1=14.9 watts of heating power. This incremental "Q" of 14.9 is large enough to

make a very worthwhile piggyback system for diverting power off of an operating reactor.

Of course, should it be possible to divert more than one watt with one heating watt, the

piggyback system is even more attractive. For example, if one watt could bc diverted with

just one half watt of external heating, then Q rises to 22.9 Note that just heating the ions,

without diverting a-particle power, results merely in a piggyback Q of 6.9. (One should

be cautious, however, in using the numbers in this example. These numbers are actually

derived only in the limit of ur >> 1, a limit that is only very marginally satisfied in the

case here, so the numbers quoted in this example are not expected to be precise, and may

be somewhat larger than for the cases where the operating point is closer to the optimum

for fusion power density, i.e., T __ 15 KeV.)
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6. Operating Point for Hot ion.Mode

The results of the previous sections show that there is indeed significant incremental

power gain in diverting a-particle power. This would suggest that an "add-on system" is

• highly desirable. What we do not know is whether the economic feasibility of the entire

reactor is significantly improved; the add-on system may be very cost-effective in itself,

but if it produces only a small fraction of the total reactor output, its impact on the cost

of electricity will be marginal.

In this section we address the "maximal" problem; suppose that essentially all of the

a-particle power can be diverted to fast ions, what kind of reactor can be built? Here,

we assume that by means of this diversion we are in a "hot ion mode," where Ti > Te.

Moreover, as assumed by Clarke, we shall look for the benefits of operating in a regime

such that ri >> re.

To assess these benefits, we shall use as a reference design a generic reactor that

operates with T, _ Ti, and in which there is a certain percentage of the reactor pressure

t_ken up by the energetic a-particles. We shall look for a reactor design, in which the same

pressure is confined as in the reference reactor, but in which there is significantly higher

power density. Such a design, which may have comparable ion heat confinement times,

but small electron confinement times, should achieve ignition in the hot ion mode, ideally

with essentially no pressure taken up by energetic a-particles.

To find a self-consistent set of parameters, we first begin, again, with Eqs.(3), (4),

and (8), which represent three linear equations, which we rewrite generalized to ions with

arbitrary charge state (_ # 1) as

+ (19)
_e = I + ure u

r'_ri {/3e + _pD } (20){t3i = 1 + u{ri

+ = (21)

where PD is the total power that is deposited in the plasma, and where r/represents the

fraction of this power absorbed by the ions.

The power absorbed in the plasma is related to the a-particle power by

PD "" PaD + PH, (22)

where PaD is the s-particle power that is absorbed and PH is the external heating power.

. The power absorbed in the plasma ions might either be absorbed directly in the bulk of

the fuel ion energy distribution, or it might first be absorbed in drawing out a nonthermal

high-energy tail to this distribution, which then heats the bulk of the fuel ion distribution.

• In the latter case, there may be extra fusion power available, although there is a cost of

some fast ion pressure. In the following, we assume that all the a-particle power diverted

by waves, say r/wPao, in the fast ion population. Also, we assume that a fraction r/Hi of

9



the external heating, or _giPH, .is similarly deposited in fast ions. The available a-particle

power can be written as

Pa = c(Ti)_2 yDfT + rlwPaDXa + r}HiPHxa, (23) •

where Xa is the ratio of extra a-particle power produced by the the fast fuel ions to the

amount of power diverted into these ions, and where fD and fT are the fractions of total

ions taken up by deuterium and tritium respectively.

Equations (19), (20), and (21), can be solved for the three unknowns fli, fie, and PD,

resulting in

fl_.j./= (1 -- rl)piPe + rlpi (24)
# K '

where, for convenience, we defined

vr_C

Pi =---1 + vri(_'

vre
Pe _ --,

l+vre

g - (1- '7)P,C(1+ Oi)+ ,Tpi(1+ PeC).

Note from Eq.(24) that _i is maximized, i.e., /_i _ _, for _ --, 1 and for pe _ re --* O,

irrespective of ri; in the event that 7/_ 1, then fli is maximized for ri _ co, although, in

this case, the maximum is less. Maximizing/_i means maximizing the thermal component

of the fusion power through Eq.(23). Similarly, one can find fie as

= (1- + (25)
# g/c '

The power necessary to maintain these plasma pressures is

PD = 1- p_p, (26)
v_ K/C "

Note that PD increases as r, or ri decreases, since greater external power is needed if

confinement is poor. However, for rI -, 1, and p, ~ r_ 4,< 1, then #i _ #, and the amount

of external power necessary to maintain the ion and electron pressure, PD _ (v + 7"i--1 )fl,

is essentially determined by the smaller of ri and 1/v.

7. Ignition in the Hot ion Mode

Having achieved the parameters /_i and PD for a given fl and 77, it is necessary to

inquire whether these parameters require external heating (PH > 0), or whether they

obtain under ignited conditions (PH = 0). In this section, we shall write an ignition
criteria.

First, let us note some relations: If all the a-particle power is absorbed in the plasma,

then Pa = PD -- PH. Let PH = CPa. Then PD = (1 + ¢)P_.

10



Second, in writing a criteria for ignition, note that not all of the plasma pressure is

available for fuel pressure; the most significant source of additional pressure, at least if the

a-particle energy is not diverted, is the pressure from the hot energetic a-particles, /3c,H.

• Consider, however, that upon diverting this power to fast ions, there is then an increase

in the fast ion pressure, so that the available bulk fuel pressure is

t_ "- _O -- t_aH -- /_fi, (27)

where/30 is the total available beta, and

3_,H = (1 -- 71w)r_(P D - PH) = (1 -- 71w)r_PD/(1 + ¢), (28)

_Ii = rlwrs(PD -- PH) + rlgiPHrs = rlwrsPD/(1 + ¢) + rlHirsPD¢/(1 + ¢), (29)

where % is the slowing down time of fast a-particles, and where where r, is the slowing

down time of fast fuel ions (see Appendix A).

Note that the ratio of absorbed by the ions to power absorbed in the plasma is

77- Pi/PD = [_lwrlyP_D + (1 - 71w)qoPaD + rlgiwPg]/PD, (30)

where r/l is the fraction of the power absorbed first by fast ions that is then absorbed by

the bulk ions, and where r/0 is the fraction of a-particle power that collisionally is absorbed

by ions in the absence of wave effects. This fraction depends, of course, on among other

things, the electron temperature. Note that the fast a-particle pressure is proportional to

PD -- PH, the a-particle power dissipated in the plasma, since, by assumption, if there are

any other a-particles generated, they are promptly lost, and the external heating power

PH does not contribute to the energetic a-particle pressure.

Using Eqs.(26), (27), (28), and (29), we find a reduction in the available pressure by

fl0 _ /30 (31)
= 1+ [(1- + + - pp )/K = -d"

Steady state operation is possible if P_ > PD. Alternatively, with all a-particle power

deposited in the plasma (P_ = P(_D = PD- PH), one can write an expression for self-

consistent burn, using Eq.(23), in the form

PD (32)
c_fofT = (1 -- rhox,, - CrlHiX,,,) 1 +-----¢"

One would interpret Eq.(32) as an ignition criteria if PH = ¢ = 0. Using now Eqs. (24),

(26), (37), and (32), one can write the self-consistent burn condition as

q

c0_0 G_(1 - pepi)K

u [(1- r/)pe + r/]2p2.(1 + ¢ ) (1--rlwXa--¢rlHiXa), (a3)

where the quantity G is defined from Eq.(31), and where we defined co - c(Ti)fDfT, which

will be fairly insensitive to Ti in the range of interest.
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One can take a number of .useful and simplifying limits. First of all, in a pure D-T

plasma, ( = 1. Let all the a-particle power be diverted, r/, r/w --_ 1, and assume no external

heating, PH -" ¢ -- 0, i.e., ignition. Assume also negligible fast ion pressure, i.e., assume

rs _ 0. Then Eq.(33) simplifies to

cofloVi > (1 -F vri)(1 - X_,)(1 + pc)(1 - PePi). (34)

One interesting question to ask is what re (or Pc) minimizes the right-hand side (which is

quadratic in p_, assuming v can be held fixed), of Eq.(34), and so makes ignition easier

to achieve. The maximum of the right-hand side of Eq.(34), as a function of p_, occurs

at p, = (1- pi)/2pi, and the minima occur for Pe --+ 4-00. With the restriction that

0 < p,, p_ < 1, it is clear that the minimum must occur at either of the end points of this

region, namely, either at Pe = 1 or at Pe = 0. Moreover, for Pi < 1/2, namely poor ion

heat confinement, the minimum occurs at p_ = 0 (poor electron heat confinement); and

for pi > 1/2, namely good ion heat confinement, the minimum occurs at pe = 1 (good

electron heat confinement). One must keep in mind, however, that vr_ ---, 0 must occur

for this to happen, however, for r/_ 1 and re _ 0, then v tends to be large (for fixed Ti).

The second of these statements is intuitive; when the ion heat confinement is very

good, ignition occurs most easily also with good electron heat confinement. In the opposite

limit, however, the result is not intuitive; here, when ion confinement is not very good,

ignition is actually more easily achieved with poorer electron confinement, so long as all

the a-particle power is diverted! The reason for this somewhat odd looking result is that

although ion heat confinement is poor, poor electron heat confinement assures that at least

fli > fl_, i.e., operation in the hot ion mode.

To explore these ideas further, let us take three limits of Eq.(34): First, for pe _ 1,

the electron heat is very well confined and the ignition criteria reduces to

co/3ori > 2(1 - Xo,). (35)

Second, suppose r_ = re - r. Then, Eq.(34) reduces to

c0/_0r > (1 X,,) (1 + 2vr) 2
- -+ 4(1 - X_,), (36)

l+vr

where, the limit taken is for vr >> 1. In this limit, where the confinement of both ion heat

and electron heat is very good, the advantage in ignition margin of diverting c_-particle

power is (see Eq.(40) below) left to just two terms, the factor 1- X,,, since the only

nonthermal feature is the hot ion population, and the lack of fast a-particle pressure.

Consider now a third case of very poor electron heat confinement, p_, r_ _ 0. The

ignition criteria reduces to

c0f30r/ > (1 + vr/)(1 - X,,), (37)

which, interestingly, gives a more relaxed ignition criteria than does the limit of good

electron confinement (Eq.(35), provided that vr_ < 1, or, equivalently, p_ < 1/2. This is

interesting because poorer confinement of the ion heat makes ignition easier. Additionally,
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apart from the purely mathematical considerations that lead to the more relaxed ignition

condition, it may in practice be hard to achieve the limit of very good electron heat

confinement, whereas poor confinement can be arranged in a variety of ways.

• These ideas can be put in perspective by considering the case of undiverted a-particle

power 7/w = 0, and, moreover, take the limit 7/= 0 (large Te), in which limit, again with

the assumptions of a D-T mixture (ff = 1) and ignition (¢ = 0), Eq.(33) reduces to
b

1 - PePi
c0fl0 > "22_ (p_(1 + Pi) q- vra(1 - PePi)). (38)

v PePi

First note a qualitative difference: here, in contrast to the case of diverting all the a-

particle power, in the limit re --* 0 and when no a-particle power is diverted, there is no

ignition possible.

Consider now the other cases: In the limit of very good electron heat confinement,

r_ --, oo, then pe _ 1, and we require

1 +vr_
c0fl0ri > 2 + , (39)

VTi

which is more stringent than the condition for rI ---+1, Eq.(35). For the third case, namely

the limit re = ri - r, Eq.(38) reduces to the usual "nTr" ignition criteria in the form

> 2+ 1+ --,4(1+ (40)

where the limit is taken for vr >:> 1 and this "normal" case may be compared to that

obtained upon diverting power, under good confinement conditions, (see Eq.(36)).

Thus, whereas the diverting of the a-particle power always produces some advantage,

it is in the case of very poor electron heat confinement that a qualitative difference emerges,

making for a very different mode of operation, the so-called "hot ion mode," which is

explored in the next three sections.

8. Optimizing Operation with Hot Ion Mode

A worthy goal in reactor design would be to find those operating conditions that max-

imize the fusion power density, yet keep the plasma ignited at constant plasma pressure.

In this section we consider this optimization problem in the context of two limiting cases:

normal operation with Te -_ Ti and hot-ion operation with Te << Ti.

Thus, to consider normal operation first, in the limit Te -_ Ti, with _¢ __ _i =/_/2,
maximize

Pc, = = e_ _ 16g(Ti), (41)

subject to the ignition constraint of Eq.(33). If the constraint were met for any ion tern-

• perature, then Pa would simply be maximized when g(Ti) is maximized with respect to Ti.

This function has a well-known maximum at Ti -_ 15 keV. Then, the density at optimal

operation is found from n = _/3Ti.
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The optimization in the presence of diverting a-particle power is considerably more

complicated, since large temperature differences maximize the fusion power density but

are hard to maintain. To proceed, use Eq.(23) with PD = P_ at ignition, to write

/_2 1 4
P_ = -- g(Ti) (42)

16 1- r/wxo (1 + r) 2'

where r = r(pe, Pi, 77) is the ratio of electron to ion temperature, which can be found from

Eqs.(24) and (25) as

Te P__L[ 1 - 77+.r/p( ]
(43)

= +0J '

Note the critical role played by diverting a-particle power: for 77 --_ 0, r --, 1/pi > 1,

meaning that a hot ion mode is not obtainable; on the other hand, note that for q _ 1,

r --, Pe < 1, meaning that a hot ion mode is not only obtainable, but can be made

arbitrarily large, in principle, simply by spoiling the electron heat confinement

Note also that the ignition condition, Eq.(33), for an optimized operating point at

Pa = PD, can be in the form H(pe, pi,r/, v) = 0. The electron-ion temperature equilibra-
tion rate v can be written in the form

1

u = a/3Ti5/2(1 + r)r a/2 = u(r, Ti ), (44)

where the constant a depends on the impurity content. Maximizing P, is thus reduced to

a maximization over the parameters (Ti,pi,pe,rl) , with one ,constraint.

Each of these parameters may be treated independently; for example, p_ is monotonic

in re, which is considered here as a free parameter. The optimization of P, over r/and pi

(or "ri) is straightforward, since it is always preferred to divert more energy into the fast

ions and to contain the ion heat longer. Thus, to maximize P,, separately maximize 71

and pi, i.e., take 77and pi at the maximum practically obtainable values. (Note, however,

that in the limit 77_ 1, the optimization is sensitive to r/, but only weakly sensitive to Pi.)

Then, the ignition condition can be used to write, e.g., Pc and hence r in terms of Ti, so

that P_ can be written as a function of Ti only. Note, however, that maxirnizing P_ with

respect to Ti may now occur at temperatures other than 15 keV. The foregoing procedure

demonstrates that the optimization problem in the limit of the hot ion mode is well posed

and will yield a definite set of optimized parameters.

To illustrate this procedure in a limit of interest, consider the case (, r/, _w _ 1. For

simplicity, also choose rs = 0. In this limit, _ _ _0, _e/_i = r _ Pc, and K _ pi(1 +pc) =

pi(1 + r). The ignition condition (34) can then be written as

c_olu = (c_ola)T_/2(1 + r)r 3/z = (1 - Xa)(1 + r)(1 - rpi)lpi, (45)

from which one has r = r(Ti; pi) as a monotonically decreasing function of Ti, with pi

entering, not particularly sensitively, as a parameter. Note, in Eq.(42), that for Ti >

15 KeV, g(Ti) is monotonically decreasing, whereas (1 + r) -2 is monotonically increasing

in Ti. Hence, as a function of Ti, there is a single maximum to P_ satisfying ignition,
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although not necessarily at Te,= Ti = 15KeV. For example, if the factor 1 - X- in

Eq.(45) becomes small, it is clear that r can become small and then P_ will be maximized

(at considerably greater power density than for normal operation) at Ti = 15 KeV but

. T_ << 15 KeV.

9. Examples of Ignition Parameters

• In this section, we present examples in which the fusion power density is significantly

increased by diverting a-particle power. To establish a comparison, let us consider a

reference reactor with about the following parameters at ignition in the absence of diverting

the a-particle power: Te __ Ti = 20keV, n_ = ni = 1.21014 cm -3, and r_ = ri = 2.5 s.

Taking Z_tr = 1, i.e. assuming a nearly pure hydrogen plasma, implies uv¢ = vri _- 3

and p_ = Pi = 0.75. This reactor is very similar to the ARIES-I design 12 (Final Design,

p. 1-13, Vol 1., 1991), which ignites with these average parameters, except for additional

heating of 100 MW for current drive power and an effective ion charge state Zefr = 1.65.

Note that in this reactor the fast alpha particle pressure is about 1/6 the plasma pressure.

This reactor delivers about 2 GW fusion power. This reference reactor must be made more

precise, which we do below, in order to be sure that the parameters specified are indeed

self-consistent at ignition.

We inquire now as to whether substantially more fusion power can be produced under

the constraint that the total plasma pressure remain constant. So long as a substantial

fraction of the a-particle power can be diverted, we shall show that for a variety of settings

a reactor with about twice the fusion power density is possible. Note that this means that

confinement times will tend to be shorter; after all, if t:'/_ nT/r at ignition (where n, T,

and r are an unspecified generic density, temperature and confinement time), then if nT

must remain constant while Pf doubles, then clearly r must be halved. In the following

cases, we solve self-consistently for the plasma parameters at ignition by choosing Ti and

Te, and then finding all the other parameters at fixed total pressure of the plasma.

Table 1 establishes the comparison. Here, the total plasma pressure and the electron

and ion temperature correspond roughly to the ARIES-I reactor, but without impurities,

and without any external power (¢=0) being deposited for current drive. The fraction of

the total power deposited in ions, 7/, is not identically zero because c_-particles do slow

down somewhat on ions. The self-consistent solution to the 0-D equations gives P/of 4.7

Watts/cm 3 without blanket reactions. In order to arrive at electrons and ions at the same

temperature, the electron confinement time must be half the ion confinement time. Note

that this is consistent with c_-particle heating on the electrons twice that on the ions. The

fast alpha particle pressure accounts for 18 percent of the total plasma pressure. Recall

that, throughout this paper, r_ lumps both the effects of radiation by synchrotron motion

or bremsstrahlung, and the effects of heat conduction or convection. (This is a somewhat

different convention than what is generally followed in the literature.)

. These reactor parameters do not optimize for the fusion power density; rather, the

temperature is chosen at 20 KeV, which is high, to accomodate high current drive efficiency.

A reactor design at the same pressure as ARIES-I that would optimize for fusion power

' density is shown in Table 2. Here, Ti = Te=15 KeV, which is close to the maximum

reactivity per unit pressure of the plasma, and, in addition, the c_-particles slow down

more rapidly on the colder denser plasma, so that the fusion power density, PI, increases
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by3O%.

Now let us consider the possibilities for increased fusion power density if 3/4 of the

_-particle power can be diverted to the fast ions: Table 3 shows that this diversion makes

possible a very different regime of operation, in which Ti is nearly twice Te, re << ri, and

Pf is 2.2 times higher in this case than in Table I. This increase is due to the increase

in the ion pressure that is available in the hot ion mode of operation, to the reduction

in the fast _ particle pressure, and to an increase in the reactivity due to the creation of

a fast deuterium tail. Note that the reduction in fast _ pressure arises from two effects:

first, there is the instantaneous and direct diversion of 3/4 of the c_-particle energy to

ions, and, second, the 1/4 of the c_-particles that are not directly affected, now slow down

much faster because the electron temperature is halved. Note also that, interestingly, the

electron confinement time is almost 3 times shorter than for the reference case and is only

1/6 of the ion heat confinement time.

Table 4 shows a somewhat different ignition regime also made possible by diverting

the c_-particle power. Although the temperature disparity between electrons and ions is

less than that shown Table 3, the fusion power density is about the same. While the

relative pressure taken up by the ions is necessarily less than that in Table 3, operation

at 15 KeV for the ions is more efficient use of the available ion pressure. This scenario

accomodates a lower ion heat confinement time; although re is longer, r_ is almost half

the ri in Table 3. In fact, in Table 3, ri/re = 5.9, while, in Table 4, ri/7"e ---=-1.8. In

any event, what these tables show is that fusion power densities in excess of twice the

reference design for ARIES-I (Table 1), are clearly attainable. Power densities about 1.6

the optimized reference design (Table 2) are also attainable, but in the optimized reference

case, the optimization is just for power density, without any provision for current drive.

Tables 1 through 4 represent cases without external heating, and with no impurities

present in the plasma. In the following, these additional effects are taken into account in

a number of tables that represent plasma parameters under self-consistent burn, rather

than ignition. In Table 5, these parameters are calculated taking into account impurities

characteristic of the ARIES-I design (Zefr=l.65). External heating (100 MW or Q=20) is

also similar to the ARIES-I-like reference design given in Table 1. The external heating,

equal to a quarter of the c_ particle power, is deposited in the electrons, simulating the

effect of the ARIES-I ICRF current drive. Note that the fusion power is now considerably

smaller, and the ion heat confinement time that is necessary to reach self-consistent burn

is considerably larger. The fraction of power going to the ions, 77,has decreased because

the external heating is to the electrons. On the other hand, the fast c_-particle pressure is

decreased, both because there are fewer c_-partic'es at the reduced level of fusion power,

and because the c_-particles that remain slow down faster as they collide aginst the higher

background density of electrons.

Tables 6 and 7 show that, if 3/4 of the c_-particle power can be diverted to the

ions, the fusion power density still increases by a factor of about two. Table 6 shows

over a factor of two greater fusion power density than that given in Table 5, for the

case when the same percentage of a-particle power is injected into the plasma through

external heating (Q=20). In these cases the external heating is delivered to the ions;

presumably this heating is amplified by the c_-particles. The current drive is presumably
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accomplished concommitantly; _fter all, with so much rf power delivered to the ions, even a

relatively inefficient form of ion current drive 13'14 would deliver sufficient toroidal current.

Table 7 describes the case Q=40, where the same absolute amount of external heating

. is employed, even though the reactor delivers twice the fusion power output. For this

example, it was assumed that 3/4 of the energy is extracted from all of the a-particles,

rather than all of the energy extracted from 3/4 of the a-particles. There is some advantage

• in in extracting power in this manner. Note that the effect of the impurities is to make

temperature differences between ions and electrons more difficult to sustain, both because

the equilibration rate is increased, and because the lower fusion power densities provides

less of a drive. The effect of external heating on the ions has the opposite effect, making

more power available to sustain temperature differences between electrons and ions.

These reference cases, and the comparison cases when 3/4 of the a-particle power

can be diverted, show that, in a variety of settings, double the fusion power density is

attainable through diverting the a-particle power.

10. Self-consistent Burn Plots

It is very valuable to depict graphically how the operating point at ignition can be

chosen to optimize the fusion power density. It turns out that a very useful method of

display occurs by plotting contours of various plasma parameters as a function of pe and

pi. For example, the fusion power density is given from Eq.(42), for a given pressure, for

a given fraction r/of diverted power, and for a given X_ in terms of r and Ti. However, r

can be written from Eq.(43) in terms of pe and pi. Then the ignition condition, Eq.(33),

with the help of Eq.(44), can be used to find Ti also in terms of pe and pi.

In the following, we specify values for _0, rl, rjw, and X_, as well as any details of

the impurities present or the external heating. Then we find the ion temperature Ti that

solves for equilibrium burn, or what we call ignition in the event of no external heating.

Then, given Ti, pe and Pi, it is possible to solve for quantities such as Pf, To, ri, and re.

Incidentally, it is by no means assured that a solution, i.e. a set of self-consistent burn

parameters, exists for the complete range of pe and pi; in fact, it turns out that ignition is

generally not possible for Ti > 80 KeV. Since we solve directly for Ti, it is most convenient

numerically simply not to attempt a solution in this region and, in the figures, this region
has been shaded out.

For illustration, consider Fig. la, which shows contours of the fusion power density,

PI, for the case of ARIES-I-like parameters, with no diversion of a-particle power. Note

that the maximum fusion power density is in the range of 7 W/cm 3, and it occurs for

pi _ i, but for pe considerably different from 1. The shaded area corresponds to Ti > 80

KeV. In Figs. lb-le, additional parameters are plotted in terms of pe and pi. Note that

from Fig. lb, it is clear that solutions must be possible in the full region Ti < 80 KeV,

although the parameters that satisfy the solution may be unrealistic and correspond to

. extremely low fusion power density. Corresponding to the maximum fusion power density

is T_ between 10 and 15 KeV, as one might expect. Now let us inquire as to the other

parameters near the fusion power maximum. From Fig. lc, it is clear that this maximum

' is also characterized by Te between 10 and 15 KeV, which is not an unexpected result.

However, from Figs. ld and le, one sees that the maximum fusion power density requires

r_ ---, c_, with re --* 0. This indicates that even in a conventional fusion reactor, i.e., with
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no diverted a-particle power, there is an advantage in small electron heat confinement
times.

Note that the fusion power is maximized here for Ti about equal to or somewhat

greater than Te. These hot-ion modes of operation, although not very pronounced, are

available even though no a-particle power is diverted and only about 28% naturally goes

to the ions. What enables these modes of operation is short electron heat confinement

times, something that forseen above through analytic considerations. In these ignition

modes, there is little sensitivity to the precise value of the ion heat confinement, since

most of the ion heat is lost through the electron channel rather than by direct means. As

the electron heat confinement times increase, at constant ion heat confinement times, the

fusion power density decreases as more of the plasma pressure is taken up by the electrons.

The sensitivity on the electron confinement time is quite dramatic; for example, consider

operating points in the vicinity of ion heat confinement times of about 2 s and electron

heat confinement times of about 1 s. Changing the ion heat confinement times moves the

operating point roughly along contours of constant fusion power density, whereas changing

the electron heat confinement times moves the operating point roughly perpendicular to

contours of constant fusion power density. For example, at ri = 2.5 s and re = 1 s, results

in ignition at Pf = 4Wcm -3, but at the same r,, with r, = 0.6s results in ignition at

P/= 7 Wcm -3. Of course, if the electron heat confinement time is too small, then there

may be no ignition point at all. Hence, in optimizing reactor performance, one must

design for adequate electron heat confinement. However, more than the adequate amount

for ignition is actually deleterious to the reactor performance.

There are several other features of Figs. la-le that are worth pointing out. Let us

inquire how ignition is possible in the corners of the pe-pi domain. Consider first the lower

left corner and the lower right corner. In both of these cases the fusion power density is

very low, but the ion heat confinement and the electron heat confinement times must be

very large. The lower left corner corresponds to large ion and electron temperatures, but

very small densities. The lower right corner corresponds to large electron temperatures,

but small ion temperatures. These cases illustrate that ignition at very low power density

is possible if confinement times are long enough; indeed, even a glass of water can be

considered to be ignited (absent evaporation) in the sense that the fusion power though

uninterestingly small can exceed the power required to confine the fuel.

Somewhat more interesting is the upper right corner, where both Ti and Te are modest

and about equal, and which can be reached at modest values of re and r_. (This is close to

the present ignition scenario on the ITER tokamak, where confinement times are several

seconds, and ion and electron temperatures are about equal and in the range of 10 KeV.)

Note, however, that this regime, while not at the very low power densities characteristic

of operation in the lower comers of the pe-pi domain, still tends to be off the maximum

fusion power density, even in the case here in which no power is diverted.

The difference between the upper right corner and the lower left corner is that the

temperatures tend to decrease towards the upper right comer, hence, at constant pressure,

the densities tend to increase. That leads to close collisional coupling between the electrons

and ions, so the electron and ion temperatures tend to become equal in the upper right

corner. The lower left corner supports greater differences between the ion and electron
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temperatures. The fusion power maximum, however, is reached with some finite, if not

dramatic, temperature differences.

In Fig. 2a, we show that much higher fusion power densities are possible when 75%

• of the a-particle power is diverted to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. The highest contour level

shown is 12 MWcm -3, which can be compared to the contour level at 7 MWcm -3 in Fig. la,

when no power is diverted by waves. Immediately evident from Fig. 2a, in comparison to

Fig. la, is that there is a shift of the fusion power density contours to lower pc. Similarly,

the maximum power density occurs at lower pc, which corresponds, as we expect now, to

lower electron heat containment. From Fig. 2b, in comparison to Fig. lb, it is evident that

the fusion power maximum occurs at higher ion temperature, between 15 and 20 KeV,

in the case of diverting a-particle power. One can see from Fig. 2c, why there is that

shift to higher ion temperature; it is only the higher ion temperatures that allow higher

electron temperatures, while still retaining the preponderance of the pressure in ions. The

higher electron temperat,lres are necessary to achieve smaller collisional coupling between

the ions and electrons.

If one were to overlay Fig. 2d and Fig. 2e, it would become clear what pairs of re and

v, are consistent with ignition. Note in particular that at a constant r,, there is a minimum

re necessary for there to be overlap anywhere. However, for re greater than this minimmn

value, there is, in general, a monotonic decrease in fusion power density with increasing

re.

It ought to be pointed out that, in constructing these contour plots, certain approxi-

mations were made for convenience. The quantities r/, vr,,, and Xo are rather complicated

implicit functions of Te and Ti that are difficult to solve for even numerically. Thus, for

simplicity, these quantities were taken to be constant, so that at one ignition point, i.e.,

for one pair of values Te and T, consistent with ignition, these quantities are exactly given.

In practice, within the regimes of interest, the quantities r/, urn, and ,_,_ are not strongly

varying at all as functions of the temperatures, so that taking these quantities as constant

is an approximation that is not significant. If more accuracy were necessary, these con-

tour plots could be improved to arbitrary precision through an iterative procedure. In

any event, the tables given in Sec. 8 are entirely consistent and can be used to justify

this approximation. Fig. 1 is precisely self-consistent for Te = 15 KeV (Table 2), whereas

Fig. 2 is precisely self-consistent for Ti = 20 KeV and Te = 12 KeV (Table 3).

Note that the fusion power density scales with /3_, the available plasma pressure

squared. Thus, to calculate operation at say twice the plasma pressure, scale the the

fusion power density by four at each point in pe-pi space. To remain at the setme point

in pe-pi space, for example, near the maximum, the densities can all be scaled up by

two and the confinement times can all be scaled down by two, so that the slowing down

times decrease by a factor of two, but the fraction of the pressure taken up by the hot

a-particles remains the same. With only the above scalings, the optimum operating points

then remain at the same temperatures for both the electrons and ions.

In Figs. 3 and 4, it is shown that very similar conclusions, namely about a factor

of 2 increase in the fusion power density, can be reached in the case of external heating

and impurities. In Fig. 3, we take the effective ion charge state to be Zefr = 1.65, and

we assume that external heating, ¢ = 0.25, corresponding to about 100 MW, is applied
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to support the current drive. This is consistent wish the more precise ARIES-I scenario.

In Fig. 4, with 75% diversion of the a-particle power, we take the same ion charge state

and circulating power fraction, but here the external heating is applied to the ions. It is

assumed also that the current drive is sustained by the external heating amplified by the

a-particles through some form of ion current drive. What these figures illustrate is that

the relative advantage of diverting the c_-particle power remains about the same, even as

tile absolute fusion power densities attainable decrease in the presence of impurities.

11. Diverting energetic a-particle and Proton Power in D-He 3 Reactors

The utility of operting at higher fusion power density by diverting power from energetic

fusion charged byproducts is particularly important in advanced fuel reactors such as D-

He 3. Consider, for example, tile ARIES-III reactor, operating at about T_ = T; = 55

KeV. Is Here 70% of the fusion power output is promptly radiated by electrons. The

salient parameters for this reference reactor are shown in Table 8, where we have assumed

no impurities and no external heating. Note that the proton pressure is significantly more

important than the a-particle pressure, both because the protons are born with more

energy and because the protons slow down more slowly.

In Table 9, the result of diverting 75% of the fast ion power is shown. This power is di-

verted both from the a-particles and from the proton byproducts of the D-He 3 fusion. The

power is diverted to deuterium at 350 KeV. Through diverting this power, a temperature

difference between the ions and the electrons can be sustained, so that more than double

the fusion power density is then obtained. The increased power density is due in a large

part to the decrease in the fast proton pressure that occurs both because of the diverting

of the power and because of the increased collisionality. The increase in the collisioality

arises from both the reduction in the electron temperature and the background density

increase in ions and electrons that is now possible under constant pressure operation. In

order to show the effect of diverting power to the bulk of the ion distribution rather than to

the energetic tail, we explore in Table 10 the result of diverting 75% of the charged fusion

byproduct po_¢er to the bulk ions rather than to the tail deuterium ions. This reduces the

fusion power by about 10%.

One further thing to bear in mind in examining the implications for D-He 3 reactors is

that there is considerable doubt at present about how the hoped-for operating parameters

might be achieved in these devices. For example, there are assumptions in the ARIES-III

design that very high plasma pressures can be contained within the tokamak. There are

also assumptions about the radiation of the very hot electrons, including how this radiation

might be reflected back into the plasma. It may turn out that radiative transport of electron

heat dominates the electron heat losses so that, effectively, very low re can not be avoided

in the conventional designs. If that turns out to be the case, then diverting energetic

a-particle and proton power to ions will be even more important, because any power going

into electrons will be effectively lost. If re is very small, then unless power can be diverted,

there may be no ignition possible at all. By diverting power, not only is the fusion power

density increased to sustain the self-consistent burn, but the tokamak may be operated at

lower electron temperatures where radiation and radiative transport will be manageable.
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12. Summary and Conclusions.

In posing the question of the utility of extracting a-particle power, and diverting this

power to fast ions, it was useful to consider separately an incremental and a maximal

• problem. In the former, the reactor conditions do not vary, and a small add-on system

was shown to have large power multiplication possibilities. In the latter posing of the

problem, power densities of about twice that achievable in normal operation were shown

for a variety of cases. These cases represent possibilities in reactor operation, rather than

completely optimized parameters, although by means of contour plots in p,-p_ space, it

can be seen how one might optimize the power density, or other parameters, at constant

pressure. Characteristic of high power density reactors is substantial diversion of a-particle

power and low electron energy confinement time.

It was necessary to exercise care in the posing of the problem: after all, there must in

any event be a burn control to write equations with steady state solutions. In addition, as

power is diverted to fast ions and then to ions, a number of effects come into play, as the

relative amounts of pressure taken up by electrons, fuel ions, and fast a-particles shift.

One effect that has not been incorpoorated in the considerations here is the deple-

tion of a-particle ash, i.e., even the thermalized a-particles, that generally accompanies

methods of channeling the a-particle power. The depletion of the ash would arise because

in extracting the free energy of the a-particles, waves tend to diffuse a-particles to the

tokamak periphery. 9 To the extent that the thermal ash is removed from the reactor by

means of diverting the c_-particle power, the reactor power density would be improved even

further than the factor of 2 reported in this paper• This is an effect that is particularly

important for the case of advanced fuels, such as D-He a, where there is both a tendency for

greater accumulation of thermal ash, and a greater urgency to make use of all the available

plasma pressure.

This work concludes that a reactor operating at much higher power densities is pos-

sible, particularly as the electron energy confinement time decreases. Such a reactor is

far more interesting economically than could be contemplated in the absence of diverting

a-particle power. It could be smaller, the magnetic field could be reduced, and, in prin-

ciple, since there is less free energy in the energetic a-particle distribution, the plasma is

less prone to deleterious instabilities or disruptions that might have been destabilizedby

the energetic a-particles.. The additional power required to divert the a-particle power

could also secure the burn control, and, in principle, augmented by the diverted c_-p_rticle

power, drive entirely the toroidal plasma current.

The enhanced fusion power density is also available upon diverting energetic charged

fusion byproducts in D-He3; in fact, the possibilities in diverting power are particularly

important in fuel mixtures such as D-D, or D-He a where serious economic consideration

will depend upon the attainment of higher fusion power densities.
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Appendix A. Nonthermal Reactivity and Pressure

In this appendix we compute Xo, the fraction of power diverted to superthermal fuel

ions that is recovered as a-particle power through the enhanced tail fusioI: reactivity. Apart

from the power cost in producing the nonthermal distribution of fuel ions, there is also

a pressure cost, since these fast ions (and the electrons required to neutralize them--but

that is a small term) take up a certain amount of the plasma pressure that is then not
available to thermal ions and electrons.

Suppose a nonthermal distribution of ions at a given energy in addition to a thermal

distribution of ions and electrons. Assume that the number of particles in this nonthermal

distribution is small compared to the number of ions. The a-particle power produced by
these ions is

/.

e_,nlnT J a(VT -- vl)IVT -- vSIfT(VT)d3vT. (A1)
Po

where n/ is the number density of fast ions, v/is the velocity of the fast ions, and ea is

3.5 MeV. In this paper, the fast ions are chosen to be deuterium ions rather than tritium

ions, for which a slightly larger X_ should be available.

The amount of power necessary to maintain a nonthermal distribution of ions at a

given energy Ed can be written as

Pinput =nlvc(v)Ed, (A2)

where v_ is the energy slowing down rate for the fast ions. Hence, Xo can be written as

P_ _ EonT f a(vT-- vl)JVT- vIIfT(vT)d3vT (A3)
XC_ "_ _nput -- v_(v)Ed "

In Fig. 5, we show how X_ depends on both the energy of the fast ions and the background

ion and electron temperatures; note, however, that )/_ is independent of the background

density. The values given in this figure are for a 50:50 D-T mixture; for a tritium rich

mixture_ these values could be about doubled.

The extra pressure taken up by the fast ion distribution is just

_li =nsEd, (n4)

or, in terms of the power diverted,

Zli = Pi p.t
v,(v) ' (A5)

o

Note that the fast ions represent added deuterium to the plasma, so that it is only

the ratio now of thermal deuterium to thermal tritium that is 50:50. Together with the

added fast deuterium, to maintain charge neutrality, there must also be additional electrons

added. These additional electrons, maintained at the electron temperature, cost in plasma

pressure. This added electron pressure has been neglected in our calculations, since it is
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small compared to the extra fast ion pressure which, in turn, is small compared to the

overall pressure in the reactor.

It is worth pointing out that in practice it is not a t_-function distribution of particles

that is maintained, rather there is a slowing down distribution that is maintained. The

calculation of Xa can also be posed in an incremental way 11, in which the incremental

effect of heating on the slowing down distribution is calculated. However, it turns out that,

because this distribution arises from the constant heating of ions at a specified energy that

then slow down, both calculations yield the same result.
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Table Captions

Table 1: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design.

Table 2: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for Ti = Te-15 KeV.

Table 3: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the a particle

power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Table 4: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the a particle

power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV and Ti/Ve _--2.

Table 5: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, with impurities and external

heating included (Q=20).

Table 6: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the a particle

power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities and external heating

are included (Q=20).

Table 7: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the a particle

power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities and external heating

are included (Q=40). Note, in this example, for comparison, 75% of the a-

particle energy is diverted from 100% of the a-particles. In other words, here

it is imagined that waves cool all a particles from 3.5 MeV to 875 KeV, rather

than, as imagined in all theother examples in of thispaper, thatwaves extract
100% of the a-particle energy from 75% of the a-particles.

Table 8: Operating point based on the ARIES-III design

Table 9: Operating point based on the ARIES-III design, except for 75% of the fusion

product power diverted to 350 KeV deuterium ions.

Table 10: Operating point based on the ARIES-III design, except for 75% of the fusion

product power diverted to bulk fuel ions.

Figure Captions

Figure 1.a: Contours of PI versus pe and pi, with/30=91, r/=0.28, urn=0.30. Contours from

bottom to top are PI (Watts/cm3) =2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Figure 1.b: Contours of Ti versus pe and pi, with/30=91, q=0.28, urn=0.30. Contours from

left to right are Ti (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 1.c: Contours of Te versus pe and pi, with/30=91, r/=0.28, urn=0.30. Contours from

left to right are Te (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 1.d: Contours of ri versus Pe and pi, with/30=91, r/=0.28, urn=0.30. Contours from

left to right are vi (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.

Figure 1.e: Contours of re versus p_ and pi, with/30=91, 77=0.28, ura=0.30. Contours from

bottom to top are re (sec)-3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.

• Figure 2.a: Contours of PI versus pe and pi, with /30=91, 77=0.69, r/w=0.75, X_=0.16,

ura=0.32. Diverted a particle power is applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Contours from bottom to top are PI (Watts/cma) =5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
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Figure 2.b: Contours of Ti versus pe and pi, with f10=91, rl=0.69, r/w=0.75, X_=0.16,

urn=0.32. Diverted a particle power is applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Contours from left to right are Ti (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 2.c: Contours of Te versus Pe and Pi, with _0=91, 77=0.69, r/w=0.75, X_=0.16,

v%=0.32. Diverted a particle power is applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Contours from left to right are Te (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 2.d: Contours of ri versus Pe and pi, with /_0=91, r/=0.69, rlw=0.75, X_=0.16,

vra=0.32. Diverted a particle power is applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Contours from left to right are ri (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.

Figure 2.e: Contours of re versus pe and pi, with 80=91, r/=0.69, rlw=0.75, X_=0.16,

vra=0.32. Diverted a particle power is applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV.

Contours from bottom to top are re (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.

Figure 3.a: Contours of Py versus pe and Pi, with _0=91, r]=0.23, vra=0.31. External

heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are

present. Contours from bottom to top are PI (Watts/cm3) =2, 3, 4, 5.

Figure 3.b: Contours of Ti versus pe and pi, with /_0=91, 77=0.23, vra=0.31. External

heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are

present. Contours from left to right are Ti (KeV)= 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 3.c: Contours of Te versus pe and pi, with j30=91, 71=0.23, VT_=0.31. External

heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with Zeff=l.65 are

present. Contours from left to right are Te (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 3.d: Contours of ri versus pe and pi, with /30=91, r]=0.23, urn=0.31. External

heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with Zefr=1.65 are

present. Contours from left to right are ri (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.

Figure 3.e: Contours of re versus Pe and pi, with /_0=91, 7?=0.23, urn=0.31. External

heatin_ with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are

present. Contours from bottom to top axe re (sec) = 3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.

Figure 4.a: Contours of PI versus pe and Pi, with _0=91, 77=0.72, r/w=0.75, Xa=0.12,

v%=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with ¢=0.25 are

applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are present.

Contours from bottom to top are PI (Watts/cm3) --2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Figure 4.b: Contours of Ti versus pe and pi, with _0=91, 77=0.72, r/w=0.75, X_=0.12,

vra=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with ¢=0.25 are

applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impttrities with Zefr-l.65 are present.

Contours from left to right are Ti (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 4.c: Contours of Te versus pe and pi, with f10=91, r]=0.72, rlw=0.75, X_=0.12,

vrc,=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with ¢=0.25 are

applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are present.

Contours from left to right are Te (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.

Figure 4.d: Contours of ri versus pe and pi, with _0=91, 71=0.72, r/w=0.75, X_=0.12,
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urn=0.33. Diverted. a-particle power and external heating with ¢=0.25 are

applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zen'=l.65 are present.

Contours from left to right axe ri (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.

" Figure 4.e: Contours of re versus pe and pi, with _0=91, r/=0.72, r/w=0.75, X_=0.12,

vva=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with ¢=0.25 are

• applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zefr=l.65 are present.

Contours from bottom to top are re (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.

Figure 5: Xa versus deuterium ion energy for a 50:50 D-T mixture, for Te "* c¢, TT =

0KeV (dotted line); for T, = 10KeV, TT = 0KeV (dashed line); and for

Te = 10 KeV, TT = 20 KeV (solid line).
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_o(1014KeV/cm3) 91.0

T/(KeV) 20.0

Te(KeV) 20.0

7? 0.34

rh_ 0

¢ o
Pi 0.65

Pe 0.49

v(sec) 0.99

_'_(sec) 1.86

Te(sec) 0.97

ni(lO14/cm3) 1.24

ne(lO14/c,nZ) 1.24

zo,r i.oo

Pl(Watts/cm3) 4.70

,5'_H/_O 0.18

_,//3o 0.41

_/13o 0.41

"ra(sec) 0.28

Table 1: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design.
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flo(10'4KeV/cm3) 91.0

T/(KeV) 15.0

Te(KeV) 15.0

r/ 0.28

r/_, 0

¢ o
p, oisi

.....

pe 0.61

_(sec) 2.18-

T,(SeC) 1.89

7"_(sec) 0.73

n,(1014/cma) 1.79

n_(1014/cma) 1.79

Ze_ 1.00

Pf(Watts/cm a) 6.13

/3_H//3o 0.12

_,/_o 0.44

/3,//3o 0.44-

T_(sec) 0.14

Table 2: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for Ti =
T,=15 KeV.
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_3o(l()14KeV/(:m3) 91.0

T,(K_:v) 2010
T_.(KeV) 12.0

0.69

_,v 0.75

¢ o
_ 0.16

p, 0.84
--- ,,,,

p_ 0.48
_=,

v(sec) 2.97

T,(se.c) 1.83

r_(sec) ..........0.31

n,(lO14/cm3) 1.75

n_(l()14/cm3) 1'75

Z,_ 100

PI (Watts/c m 3) 10.51

B,,n/_(, 0.04

_fl/,/._o 0.04

?,1_o o._8
__n./no 0.34, ,,

r_(sec) 0'11
-- ,. -

Table 3: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of
the a-particle power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV.
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flo(1O14Kev/cma) 9110

TI(KeV) 15.0
....

Tc(KeV) 12.0
,, ,, ,,

77 0.69

0.75
, ,,, ,,

¢ o
.... ,, .... ,,,,, , ,,

X_ 0.16

p, 0.77
....

Pc 0.66
,,,,,, ..... 1,

v(sec) 3.60
........

r,(sec) 0.95

Te(sec) 0.53

n,(1014/cma) 2.1i

nc(101_/cma) 2.11

Zc_ 1.00

_P!.... (Wat ts/cm a) .....9.71--

g_H/_50...... 0.03

iS/,/f_o 0.03

0.52

f_c/_o 0.42

va(sec) 0.09

Table 4: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the

a-particle power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV and r,/Tc -_ 2.
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_o(i0iiKeV/cni a) 91.0

T_(KoV) 20.0

Te(KeV) 20.0

0.28
_ 0

¢ ............... 0.25
,,,,,

p, 0.76

Pc 0.56

_(_ec).... i,2o
-r,(sec)..... 2'.32

_(_eCi i.o5
ni(1014/cm3)' 1.23

nc(lO14/c,n_) " 1.44

Z_li 1.65

Pl(Watts/cma) 3.64

,,,_.H/_7o .... 0.12

f7i//7o 0.41

_,/_o 0.47
"r_,(sec) t0.24

,

Table 5: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, with impurities and

external heating included (Q=20).
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/3o(1014Kev/cm3) 9i.0 -
...... ,r , , r lr , I , , • .

TdKeV) 16.0

Te(KeV) 1117
,, , ,, .......

ri 0.72

rlo 0.75
.... ,,w,L ,, , , ,,

x. 0'i2• ,_L

p, 0.92

Pe ........ 0.6'4

v(sec) 4.24

r,(sec) ........... 2.27

7"e(sec) _ 0.42 '_
...........

n,(1014/cm3) 1.95

Ze_" 1.65
,, ,,,..,,, ,,

P/(_Vatts/cm3) 7.3.5

_.x/_o ............o.02
_,,1_o ...........0.03
/_,//3o 0.51-

Je/,/7o 0.44

T.(sec) 0.08

Table6: Operatingpointbasedon theARIES-I design,exceptfor75% of

the a-particle power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities

and external heating are included (Q=20).
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_3oilOl4KeV/cni3)91.0

_(KeV) 17.0

.........Te(KeV) 12.2
i , ,_ - L , , ,, ! i , ,,,,,,,

...... o.8o
T],, 0.75

0.13

X, 0.12

Pi 0.91

pe 0.65

v(sec) 3.83

"ri(sec) ...... 2.'17"

re(see) ...... 0.49

nit 10it/'c"m3')'' 1.87

n_(lO"/cm a) - _:2,19
, , ,, ,,

z;.. 1.65
P f(,W,,atts/c'na)', 773,9.
;3../;3o o.ol
ns,lno o.oa
_,i_o .......o._2
_nelno ....,0),4
%,(see) 0.04

Table 7: Operating point based on the ARIES-I design, except for 75% of the

a-particle power diverted to fast deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities and

external heating are included (Q=40). Note, in this example, for comparison,

75% of the a-particle energy is diverted from 100% of the a particles. In other

words, here it is imagined that waves cool all a particles from 3.5 MeV to

875 KeV, rather than, as imagined in all the other examples in this paper,

that waves extract 100% of the a-particle energy from 75% of the particles.
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f_0(101'KeV/cm a) '5"I4IO-

Ti(KeV) ' 55.O-

Te(KeV) 55.0

71 0.21 "
..... t

77_ 0
_ ,,,, ,,

¢ o
, ,, .....,, __

p, 0.88
-- ,, , .........,,

p_ 0:67_
,,,.

v(sec) 0.80

r,(sec) 6.40-

re(sec) 2.54-

-n,(lO_'/cm _) i"."96

n_(lOl_/cm3) 2.94

Pf(Watts/c 'm3) .........i.93

_,u/& o.o2-
..... __

B_,/_o 0.20
,,, ,

Z,/Zo 0.31

....._/_o 0.47 -

r,_(sec) 0.38 ....
, ,

"rr(sec) 1.05

Table 8: Operating point based on the ARIES-III design.
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_o(1014KeV/cm3) 514.0

T_(KeV) 55.0

To(KeY) 40.3

_7 0.64

_%, 0,75
¢ 0
X,_ 0.30

p, 0.94

pc 0.62

v(sec) 1.66

r,(sec) 6.81

rc(sec) 0.97

n_(lO14/cm3) 2 57

n_(lO14/cma) 3'86

Pl(Watts/cm3) 4'33

Zo./f_o 0.01

_p./_o 0.06
_/,/_o 0.07

_/_o 045
......

r,_(sec) 0.23
, ,

rv(sec) 0.51

Table 9' Operating point based on the ARIES-III design, except for 75% of

the fusion product power diverted to 350 KeV deuterium ions.
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_o(1014KeV/cm 3) 514.0

T,(KeV) 55'0

T_(KeV) 40.7 '

vw 0.75
¢ 0
X_ 0

Pi 0.95

pe ......0.68
,,

/,'(see) 1.78

"q(sec) 6.48

Te (see) 1.21

n_(1014/cm 3) 2'80

ne(1014/cm3) 4.20

Pl(Watts/cm3) 3.95

[3_Hfi3o 0.01

n_Hl_o 0.04
.......

_t,l_o o.oo
_,:/& 0.45
_e/_o 0.50
V,(sec) 0.21

,,,

vp(sec). 0.48

Table 10: Operating point based on the ARIES-III design, except for 75% of
the fusion product power diverted to bulk fuel ions.
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Figure l-a: Contours of PI versus Pe and p,, with $0=91, 77=0.28, u_-_=0.30.

Contours from bottom to top are PI (Watts/cm3) =2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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Figure l-c: Contours of T_ versus p_ and p_, with _o=91, 7=0.28, vT_=0.30.

Contours from left to right are T_ (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10.
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. Figure l-d: Contours of 7"/versus pe and Pi, with _o=91, _?=0.28, vv_=0.30.
Contours from left to right are 7-_(see)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.
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Figure l-e: Contours of r_ versus p_ and Pi, with ;30=91, 7=0.28, vT_=0.30.

Contours from bottom to top are re (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.
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Figure 2-a:Contours of Pf versusPe and p_,with _0=91, _7=0.69,77,_=0.75,

X_=0.16, vr_-0.32. Diverted_-particlepower isappliedto deuterium ions

at 70 KeV. Contours from bottom to top are Pf (Watts/cm3)=5, 6, 7,8,9,
I0,iI_12.
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Figure 2-b: Contours of T, versus Pc and p,, with Bo=91, 77=0.69, r/_=0.75,

_:_=0.16, vr_=0.32. Diverted a-particle power is applied to deuterium ions

at 70 KeV. Contours from left to right are T, (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20,

15, 10.
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Figure 2-d: Contours of n versus p, and p,, with _0=91, _/=0.69, r1_=0.75,

X,=0.16, yr,=0.32. Diverted a-particle power is applied to deuterium ions

at 70 KeV. Contours from left to right are r_ (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5.
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Figure 3-a: Contours of P! versus p, and p,, with _0=91, _7=0.23, yr,=0.31.

External heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with

Z_r=1.65 are present. Contours from bottom to top are P/(Watts/cm3)=2,

3, 4, 5.
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Figure 3-c: Contours of Te versus pe and pi, with/3o=91, 77=0.23,vT,=0.31.

External heating with q_---0.25is applied to the electrons. Impurities with

Zee=l.65 are present• Contours from left to right are T_ (KeV)=40, 35, 30,
25, 20, 15, I0.
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Figure 3-d: Contours of n versus Peand p_, with/_o=91, 77=0.23,vr_=0.31.

• External heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons, hnpurities with

Ze_=l.65 are present. Contours from left to right are n (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0,
1.5, 1.0.
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Figure 3-e: Contours of re versus Pc and p_, with _0=91, r/=0.23, VT_=0.31.

External heating with ¢=0.25 is applied to the electrons. Impurities with

Z_a=l.65 are present. Contours from bottom to top are T_ (sec)=3.0, 2.5,

2.0, 1.5, 1.0.
,
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Figure 4-a: Contours of Pf versus pe and p_, with 13o=91, _?=0.72, _=0.75,

" X_=0.12, vv_=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with

¢=0.25 are applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zetr=1.65

. are present. Contours from bottom to top are P! (Watts/cm3)=2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7.
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Figure 4-b: Contours of Ti versus Pe and Pi, with f10=91, 7/=0.72, r1,_=0.75,

X_=0.12, ur_=0.33. Diverted o-particle power and external heating with

¢=0.25 are applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Ze_=l.65

are present. Contours from left to right are T_ (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20,
15, 10.
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Figure 4-c: Contours of T_ versus Pc and Pi, with _o=91, 77=0.72, r1_=0.75,

- X_=0.12, vr_=0.33. Diverted c_-particle power and external heating with

¢=0.25 are applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Zeff-l.65

. are present. Contours from left to right are T_ (KeV)=40, 35, 30, 25, 20,

15, 10.
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Figure 4-d: Contours of n versus p, and Pi, with/_o=91, 7=0.72, _7_=0.75,

X_=0.12, vra=0.33. Diverted a-particle power and external heating with
¢=0.25 are applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Ze_r=l.65

are present. Contours from left to right are _'i (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0.
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Figure 4-e: Contours of _-_versus p_ and p,, with _0=91, 7=0.72, %_=0.75,

• X_=0.12, vr_=0.33. Diverted c_-particle power and external heating with

¢=0.25 are applied to deuterium ions at 70 KeV. Impurities with Ze_=l.65

o are present. Contours from bottom to top are re (sec)=3.0, 2.5, 2.0, 1.5,
1.0, 0.5.
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Figure 5: :g_ versus deuterium ion energy for a 50:50 D-T mixture, for

T_ ---, e_, TT=O KeV (dotted line); for T_=10 KeV, TT=O KeV (dashed line);

and for T_=10 KeV, TT=20 KeV (solid line).
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